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Artificial Intelligence (incl. Robotics) [4], Coding and Information Theory [5],
Logics and Meanings of Programs [6], Mathematical Logic and Formal Languages
[7], Mathematics of Computing [8], Theory of Computation [9]
Résumé en
anglais
Answer Set Programming (ASP), via normal logic programs, is known as a
suitable framework for default reasoning since it offers both a valid formal model
and operational systems. However, in front of a real world knowledge
representation problem, it is not easy to represent information in this framework.
That is why the present article proposed to deal with this issue by generating in
an automatic way the suitable normal logic program from a compact
representation of the information. This is done by using a method, based on
specificity, that has been developed for default logic and which is adapted here to
ASP both in theoretical and practical points of view.
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